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I mean what date do schools have to turn in their students' EEs to the IBO? The deadlines I believe are not that
important because the extended essay does not get sent to IB until your IB exams in May. However it is recommended
that the school sets internal deadlines for the stages.

This investigation analyzes whether or not hominids evolved into being bipedal at the same rate they became
more intelligent. Beyond the practical benefits of learning research strategies and bibliographic annotation, the
Extended Essay is deliberately a piece of personal scholarship. There were still internal conflicts such as
political disagreements and violence. One reasoning could be that with too much yeast, the gluten does not
have time to elasticize and hence cannot trap the CO2 released from the yeast which is responsible for the
bread rising. Recognition of learning that occurred as a result of selecting and delving into a particular topic.
However, racial tensions were not eliminated altogether. The scope of this paper ncompasses how using the
Internet leads to impacts socially and medically for teenagers specifically in the United States. From day 1 of
brainstorming, I knew my main interests were in three areas: Spanish, psychology, and international relations.
For more information on Crossroads to Freedom, visit www. We invite students to stay after school on the
Friday before their first drafts are due. The height of the loaves after baking are then measured and
manipulated to conclude which gluten and yeast concentrations yield bread with the highest and lowest rise. I
had the chance to read a book in Spanish to study the subject as well. The essential data processing for the
investigation is rate of change and standard deviation. But the only animals that are habitually bipedal are
humans and birds. The entire reason I chose to write the essay on this topic was due to a TED talk that I had
watched previously that talked about how with the advent of the internet, dance was evolving before our very
eyes. The change from land based warfare to island hopping battles where invasions by sea were required
every few months. Do as much of it as you can over the summer and Senior year will be just a little bit easier.
CAS challenges students to take initiative beyond the classroom. They set up self-educating activities in the
community and reflect on what they learn about the world and about themselves in the process. The world
view Caroline acquired at Sturgis has inspired her to pursue her interests in international events and
multicultural communities. For me, writing this Extended Essay was all a matter of putting a puzzle together.
Come back and visit next Fall when we have our Alumni day. The extended essay, a requirement for all DP
students, asks students to engage in independent, in-depth research on a topic relating to one of the six DP
areas of study. However, at this point in the year we see them facing their college decisions with confidence
and clarity. There were no doubt moments when the deadlines for CAS reflections, TOK assessments, and
Extended Essay drafts felt like a cacophony of extraneous demands to our senior IB diploma candidates. I then
took the timeline and analyzed the forms of dance and the background to the dance as well as other factors or
events that were going on at the time. A view that there were not enough opportunities to engage in research at
university. We talk about how to organize their research and where to find the best academic sources. Fifteen
of the loaves are made with varying yeast concentrations. With an exponential growth of those with Internet
access each year, social and heath impacts are being observed. It highlights the beauty of the human form,
inspires countless paintings and poems, and captivates audiences both young and old. Through these sources I
found clear documented evidence of the state violating habeas corpus and neglecting to give all its citizens
adequate living conditions. The final study research summary , full report Exploring the benefits of the
International Baccalaureate extended essay for university studies at the University of Virginia UVA , aimed to
better understand the research experience of former IB students and describe student perceptions of the value
of the extended essay. The Essay concludes that the main factor was the continuously changing nature of
warfare that caused the change from Frogmen to SEALs. To help them through this sometimes daunting
process we have put together a series of workshops to ensure they have the skills and information they need to
succeed. November 20, in Extended essay EE , Research A research project to explore the impact of the
Diploma Programme DP extended essay EE on student success at university has shown positive results in how
it prepares IB graduates for onward learning. As wars progressed more inland the Frogmen began to grow legs
in order to stay in the fight and soon they would be engaging in missions alongside other commandos. Our
students are often both fascinated and terrified by this project. Starting the essay during the summer was a
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huge benefit too, because it gave me the time to completely polish it before I submitted it. Remember the
skills you have learned at Sturgis, and the friends, and, of course, your teachers! The fact that dance evolves in
order to encompass the needs of the people at the time was something that truly astonished me and affected me
greatly. The hard work in research and composition is balanced by the opportunity for students to follow their
own curiosity and delve deeply into a subject of personal interest. Share this: Like this: Like Loading


